
FUMC ESL 3-29-2018   Advanced Lesson 

Read the sentence. Figure out what you think the underlined word means. Then find a 
synonym from the right side of the table below. Draw a line from the vocabulary word to 
its synonym. 

1. After the hurricane, the water, contaminated by sewage, was not drinkable.

2. With the assistance of a caring mentor, Jill is flourishing both academically and socially.

3. So far, higher gas prices have not made a discernible difference in the amount of highway 

traffic.

4. The mediocre dinner was not worth the exorbitant price we paid for it.

5. Since the price difference between the generic item and the brand item is negligible, I will 

buy the brand product.

6. Because the drugs used in chemotherapy are so potent, they often make patients ill before 

they make them feel better.

7. Jill is hesitate to loan money to people because most of them are unwilling to reciprocate 

when she is in need financially.

8. You may find sewing fun and interesting, but I find it very boring and tedious.

9. It was heartbreaking to see the dog exhibit such fear, cowering in the corner when its 

abusive owner came into the room.

10. She impulsively reached for her toddler’s hand as the large man entered the room.


contaminated noticeable

flourishing average

discernible respond

mediocre excessive

exorbitant display

negligible monotonous

potent pollluted

reciprocate insignificant

tedious thriving

exhibit spontaneously

cowering powerful

impulsively crouching



Read these quotations about business from famous people. Explain in your own words 
what they mean. Then tell if you agree or disagree with the thought. 

1-It is difficult,  but not impossible to conduct strictly honest business. What is true is that 
honesty is incompatible with the amassing of a large fortune.  Mahatma Gandhi


2-Success usually comes to those who are too busy to be looking for it.   Henry David Thoreau


3-I owe my success to having listened respectfully to the very best advice, and then going away 
and doing the exact opposite.  G.K. Chesterton


4-If you really look closely, most overnight successes took a long time.  Steve Jobs


5-Camping is nature’s way of promoting the motel business.   Dave Barry (comedian)


Read these puns and explain why they are funny. 

What do you call a cow who gives no milk? A milk dud (or an udder failure).


What's the definition of a will? (it's a dead giveaway)


What time is it when it is time to go to the dentist? Tooth hurty.


When you've seen one shopping center you've seen a mall.


I got a job at a bakery because I kneaded dough.


What do you call a veterinarian with laryngitis? A hoarse doctor.


Two vultures board an airplane, each carrying two dead raccoons. The stewardess looks at 
them and says, "I'm sorry, gentlemen, only one carrion allowed per passenger."



